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What we are measuring in the SIDDHARTA 
experiment are the X-raysexperiment are the X rays

coming from the exotic atoms

Let’s see what means the X ray
and how we can analyze the signaly g

given by the X ray   



About XAbout X--raysrays
X-rays  are a form of electromagnetic radiation with short-
wavelength (of 0.01 to 10 nanometers) (hence, high frequency g ( ) ( , g q y
((3 × 1016 Hz to 3 × 1019 Hz), and hence, relatively high energy 
(120 eV to 120 keV)).
F l h X h i l h hFor example, the X-rays are shorter in wavelength than 
visible light  rays.
The X-rays are similar with the other types of electromagneticThe X-rays are similar with the other types of electromagnetic 
radiation, are emitted and absorbed as discrete packets of 
energy, or called photons , exactly like the light.gy, p , y g



About XAbout X--raysrays

X-rays are created, in principle,  by two different atomic 
processes:processes:

1. X-rays creates by the deceleration of high-energy y y g gy
electrons in collisions with the atomic nucleus (this type of 
X –rays are cooled Bremsstrahlung; 
Bremsstrahlung is a german word,  from bremsen "to 
brake" and Strahlung "radiation", which means "braking 
radiation" or "deceleration radiation" )radiation or deceleration radiation )

2.  X-rays produced by the transitions of the electrons in the y p y
orbital of the atoms (this type of X-rays are cooled 
“characteristics X-rays” or “X-rays fluorescence” )



1. 1. BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung X rays X rays ––
”deceleration radiation””deceleration radiation”deceleration radiationdeceleration radiation

X‐rays creates by the deceleration of high‐energy electrons in 
lli i i h h i l ( hi f l dcollisions with the atomic nucleus (this type of X –rays are cooled 

Bremsstrahlung; 
Bremsstrahlung is a german word from bremsen "to brake" andBremsstrahlung is a german word,  from bremsen to brake  and 
Strahlung "radiation", which means "braking radiation" or 
"deceleration radiation" )

B t hl h tiBremsstrahlung has a continuous
spectrum. The intensity of the X-
rays increases linearly with 
decreasing frequency, from zero at 
the energy of the incident electrons.



2. Characteristics   X rays2. Characteristics   X rays

X‐rays produced by the transitions of the electrons in y p y
the orbital of the atoms (this type of X‐rays are cooled 
“characteristics X‐rays” or “X‐rays fluorescence” )

• X‐Ray fluorescence of elements

y y )

– sharp peaks, independent 
of incident energyof incident energy

– uniquely characterizes an element

 How are they produced?
 What is the relation? What is the relation?

ATOMIC STRUCTURE!



Transitions of the characteristics   X raysTransitions of the characteristics   X rays
In this image are shown the transitions of characteristics 

X-rays  into an atom

Each atomic atomic orbital corresponds to a particular energy 
level of the electrons  ->  the transitions of the electrons 
between levels with different n will determine the emission of the 
X ray characteristics.





The XThe X--ray spectrumray spectrumThe XThe X ray spectrumray spectrum

In the X-ray data analysis we are refrying to the SPECTRUM of the X ray

The distribution of the number of particles which areThe distribution of the number of particles which are 
forming the radiation in function of the energy is 
called energy spectrumgy p

Th 3 t tThey are 3 spectra types:

1. Continuous X-ray spectrum

2. Discreet X-ray spectrum

3 Mixed X ray spectrum3. Mixed X-ray spectrum



Spettro continuoThe XThe X--ray continuous spectrumray continuous spectrumpThe XThe X--ray continuous spectrumray continuous spectrum

The continues X-ray spectrum is produced by the particles 
with the energy limited to an interval Emin, Emax.

The X ray continuous spectrum can be associated to theThe X-ray continuous spectrum can be associated to the 
Bremsstrahlung X rays.



Spettro discretoThe XThe X--ray discreet spectrumray discreet spectrumpThe XThe X--ray discreet spectrumray discreet spectrum

The X-ray discreet spectrum is produced by the X-rays with the 
energy well defined Ei (i=1,n)).

f fThe X-ray discreet spectrum is formed by the fluorescence lines 
and can be associated to the characteristics (fluorescence) X 
rays.



The XThe X--ray mixed spectrumray mixed spectrum
The mixed X-ray spectrum is formed by one discret componet and 

The XThe X ray mixed spectrumray mixed spectrum

one continous component

One example for the mixed spectrum is the real X-ray spectrum . p p y p

Discret component: characteristics (fluorescence) X-rays
Continuous component :X-rays produced like "deceleration radiation“Continuous component :X rays produced like deceleration radiation  
(Bremsstrahlung X-rays)



We will used all the presented information in p
order to analyze one real X-ray spectrum

obtained during the data taking with the Silicon g g
Drift Detector (SDD) in the SIDDHARTA 

experimentp



SIDDHARTA overviewSIDDHARTA overview
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SIDDHARTA interaction regionSIDDHARTA interaction region

37th LNF  Scientific Committee 
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SDDs & TargetSDDs & Target
( )( )(inside vacuum)(inside vacuum)

Kaon detectorKaon detector



Silicon Drift Detector Silicon Drift Detector -- SDD SDD 

TOTAL: 144 cm2

ti d t tactive detector area

1 SDS: 1 cm2 active 
detector area



Target cellTarget cell



SIDDHARTA  data acquisitionSIDDHARTA  data acquisitionSIDDHARTA  data acquisitionSIDDHARTA  data acquisition



SIDDHARTA  data aquistionSIDDHARTA  data aquistion

The data coming from the interaction of the X rays with the 

SIDDHARTA  data aquistionSIDDHARTA  data aquistion

g y
SDD, are written in one PC in format like files *.txt (the 
simplest way)

SSD1 SSD2 SSD3 SSD4 SSD5 SSD6 SSD7

12 10 5 344 19 18 23 4

11 378 1 1 17 16 19 4

6 3 385 1 18 19 26 5

4 0 0 0 23 364 18 5

9 0 1 337 1 18 19 5

11 1 0 1 7 15 18 5



Data analysisData analysis

? The spectrum 
obtained after the 
data taking withdata taking with 
SIDDHARTA.
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Gauss distributionGauss distribution

The shape of the peaks can be described by one function 
called  Gauss distribution  (“bell”-shape)
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 = average (give the  average  (give the 
position of the peak)

= standard deviation

= full-width at half maximum: 
FWHM

 = standard deviation



FWHM

 354.2
 = the resolution of the detectors 



In order to identify the elements which appear 
in the spectrum, we have to  create a spectrum, 
in which we know which elements appear.

For this reason, we put in the front of the SDD 
foils of a known materials (like Ti, Cu), which,  
will be activate the beam and will emit the X-
rays characteristics with the energy well 
known.
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XX--ray spectrum obtained by ray spectrum obtained by 
activating the Ti and Cu foilsactivating the Ti and Cu foilsactivating the Ti and Cu foilsactivating the Ti and Cu foils
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The Gaussian fit of the XThe Gaussian fit of the X--ray spectrum obtained by ray spectrum obtained by 
activating the Ti and Cu foilsactivating the Ti and Cu foils
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Results of the Gaussian fit of the XResults of the Gaussian fit of the X--ray spectrum ray spectrum 
obtained by activating the Ti and Cu foilsobtained by activating the Ti and Cu foils
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Results of the Gaussian fit of the Ti peakResults of the Gaussian fit of the Ti peak

The parameters of the

f f f pf f f p

The parameters of the 
fit are: 

P1 616 4 h

Ti K

P1= 616.4 -> the 
height of the Ti Ka 
peak ev

en
ts

peak 

P2 = 1062 -> the 
position of Ti Ka Ti K

N
o.
 o
f e

position of  Ti Ka 
peak (in ADC 
channels)

Ti K

)

P3 = 21.01 -> 
standard deviation (in ADC channelstandard deviation (in 
ADC channels)

ADC channel



Energy calibrationEnergy calibration

The energy calibration means to calculate how many energy corresponds to each 
ADC channel in the X ray spectrumADC channel in the X ray spectrum 

We will pass from one spectrum which in the ADC channel (no physical 
meaning)  to another spectrum which is in energy.

In this way, we can identify the all the elements which  give X rays in our 
spectrum.

From the tables (very well known):

keVETiK 511.4


Th di t h ADC h l i

254)(4511


eVEMnK eV/canale

The energy corresponding to each ADC channel is: 

25.4
)(1062


channelChannel
eV/canale





The XThe X--ray energy spectrum is:ray energy spectrum is:y gy py gy p
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Data analysisData analysis
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KK--44He spectrum He spectrum 
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ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion



Detector rezolutionDetector rezolution

Another element which can be extracted from the X ray spectrum is theAnother element which can be extracted from the X ray spectrum is the 
detector resolution.

The detector resolution represents the power of the detector to 
distinguish between two radiations with the energy very close to 
each other. 



How  to calculate How  to calculate 
the detector rezolutionthe detector rezolutionthe detector rezolutionthe detector rezolution

The most common figure used to express detector resolution is full width atThe most common figure used to express detector resolution is full width at 
half maximum (FWHM). This is the width of the gamma ray peak at half of 
the highest point on the peak distribution .
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 3542
= the resolution of the detectors 

 354.2
From our case: 

eV83.20925.401.2135.235.2  



About XAbout X--raysrays

X-rays are created, in principle,  by two different atomic 
processes:processes:

1. X-rays creates by the deceleration of high-energy y y g gy
electrons in collisions with the atomic nucleus (this type of 
X –rays are cooled Bremsstrahlung; 
Bremsstrahlung is a german word,  from bremsen "to 
brake" and Strahlung "radiation", which means "braking 
radiation" or "deceleration radiation" )radiation or deceleration radiation )

2.  X-rays produced by the transitions of the electrons in the y p y
orbital of the atoms (this type of X-rays are cooled 
“characteristics X-rays” or “X-rays fluorescence” )



Bremsstrahlung  X rays Bremsstrahlung  X rays ––
”deceleration radiation””deceleration radiation”deceleration radiationdeceleration radiation

"Bremsstrahlung" means 
"braking radiation" and is retained 
from the original German to 
describe the electromagneticdescribe the electromagnetic 
radiation produced by the 
acceleration of a charged particle,acceleration of a charged particle, 
such as an electron, when deflected 
by another charged particle, such 
as an atomic nucleus.

Bremsstrahlung has a continuousBremsstrahlung has a continuous
spectrum, The intensity of the X-
rays increases linearly with ays c eases ea y t
decreasing frequency, from zero at 
the energy of the incident electrons.



Characteristics   X raysCharacteristics   X rays

Characteristic x‐rays are emitted from heavy elements 
when their electrons make transitions between the 
lower atomic energy levels

• X‐Ray fluorescence of elements
– sharp peaks, independent 
of incident energyof incident energy

– uniquely characterizes an element

 How are they produced?
 What is the relation? What is the relation?

ATOMIC STRUCTURE!



For analytical purpose, For analytical purpose, y p p ,y p p ,
XX--rays are generated in three waysrays are generated in three ways

1)Bombardment of target material with high-
energy electron beam

2) Exposure of target material to primary X-
ray beam to create a secondary beam of X-
ray fluorescence

3) Use of radioactive materials whose decay 
patterns include X-ray
emission


